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Abstract
Motivation. The periodic table (PT) of the elements suggests that hydrogen could be the origin of everything.
The construction principle is an evolutionary process that is formally similar to those of Darwin and Oparin. The
PT of fullerenes suggests that C60 could be the origin of fullerenes and C30 could be considered as the element
zero of such a PT.
Method. The elementary polarizabilty per atom <D> is calculated with the interacting induced–dipole
polarization model implemented in program PAPID.
Results. The polarizabilty <D> of single–wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) is related to the indices (n,m)
designating the chiral vector. SWNTs are classified in zigzag (n,0), armchair (n,n) and chiral (n,m). The <D>
allows classifying SWNTs according to the chiral vector indices (n,m). A format is recommended for the PT of
SWNTs.
Conclusions. The periodic law has not the rank of the laws of physics. (1) The properties of SWNTs are not
repeated. (2) The order relationships show exceptions. The proposed statement is: The relationships that any
SWNT (n,m) has with its neighbour (n–1,m+1) are approximately repeated for each period. Semifullerenes could
be the origin of SWNTs and they could be considered as the element zero of the PT. The correlation between
<D> and (n2+nm+m2)1/2 shows that the vector indices (n,m) are adequate. The most interesting combination is
(n2+nm+m2)1/2. The (10,10) presents a consistency between a relatively small <D> and great kinetic stability.
Availability. The original software used in the investigation is available from the author.
Keywords. Periodic table; carbon nanotube; polarizability; interacting induced–dipole polarization; electrical
property; nanostructure.

1 INTRODUCTION
The periodic table (PT) of the elements [1] suggests that hydrogen (H) could be the origin of
everything else. In addition to H they are neutrons, which can be considered as the element zero of
the PT. The construction principle is an evolutionary process applied to atomic species. Inspired by
the PT of the elements, several PTs can be suggested: of relativistic effects [2] and molecules, e.g.,
#
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alkanes [3,4], acyclic hydrocarbons [5,6], polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons [7,8], benzenoid
hydrocarbons [9], fullerenes [10], C60 fullerenes [11], helicenes [12] and drugs [13].
The growth mechanism of single–wall carbon nanotubes (SWNT) is complex. A qualitative
description can be found in Ref. [14]. Why do SWNTs form in the first place at high temperatures
when they are not thermodynamically the most stable structures? Smalley suggested that the high
electric field, due to the voltage drop in the space–charge sheath near the cathode, might be
responsible for keeping SWNTs open and might result in elongated structures [15]. More detailed
analysis of the physics of the arc plasma by Gamaly and Ebbesen indicated that the electric field is
not the major player, and the growth of SWNTs is the result of the competition between two types
of carbon species present near the cathode: the anisotropic unidirectional carbon ions accelerated
across the gap, and the thermally evaporated carbon from the cathode with isotropic velocity
distribution [16]. Self–assembly of fullerenes [17] and SWNTs is a sharp demonstration of the
classical crystal physics of nucleation and growth. In a graphite–rod arc discharge [18] or during
laser ablation [19], energetic C atoms comprising a dense neutral gas (T  TF ~ 5600 K) undergo
repeated nearest–neighbour collisions, which become more sticky during normal three–dimensional
(3D) system cooling [20]. In this vapour process of homogeneous C60 nucleation colliding C1, C2,
C3 etc. are ultimately self–trapped into transient growing molecular Cn nuclei, whose size and
architectural form are essentially determined by the fundamental C–C bond. In a time ~2500 ps an
essentially two–dimensional (2D) pentagon becomes the base for a corannulene (C20) bowl in 3D
[21], developing swiftly by edge/step accretion into a hemisphere (C30), which then finally rapidly
closes into the truncated icosahedron of C60. Chadderton and Chen grew controllably SWNTs and
other nanoclusters by simple surface self–diffusion, both homogeneously and heterogeneously,
following a mechanical ball–milling preparative stage [22]. Thess et al. produced fullerenic SWNTs
by condensation of a laser–vaporized C–Ni–Co mixture at 1200 ºC [23]. X–ray diffraction and
electron microscopy showed that these SWNTs are nearly uniform in diameter and that they self–
organize into ropes, which consist of 100–500 SWNTs in a 2D triangular lattice with a lattice
constant of 17 Å. The X–ray form factor is consistent with that of uniformly charged cylinders
13.8±0.2 Å in diameter. The ropes were metallic, with a single–rope resistivity of <10–4 :·cm at
300 K. The uniformity of SWNT diameter is attributed to the efficient annealing of an initial
fullerenic tubelet kept open by a few metal atoms; the optimum diameter is determined by
competition between the strain energy of curvature of the graphene sheet and the dangling–bond
energy of the open edge, where growth occur. These factors strongly favour the metallic (10,10)
SWNT with C5v symmetry and an open edge stabilized by triple bonds.
The structural characteristics and symmetry of SWNTs are discussed and proved by Klein et al.
[24]. The simplest way of specifying the structure of a SWNT is in terms of the chiral vector, C,
which is the lattice vector joining two equivalent points on the original graphene lattice. The
cylinder is produced by rolling the sheet such that the two end–points of the vector are
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superimposed. Because of the symmetry of the honeycomb lattice, many of the cylinders produced
in this way will be equivalent, but there is an irreducible wedge comprising one twelfth of the
graphene lattice, within which unique SWNT structures are defined. Each pair of integers (n,m)
represents a possible SWNT structure. Thus the vector C can be expressed as C = n a1 + m a2,
where a1 and a2 are the unit cell base vectors of the graphene sheet, and n  m. SWNTs can be
classified in three types: (1) zigzag (m = 0), by the form of their edge, (2) armchair (n = m), where
the edge presents the form of an armchair and (3) chiral (n,m), where the hexagons are arranged
helically around the SWNT axis. Since |a1| = |a2| = 2.46 Å, the magnitude of C in angstroms is
2.46(n2+nm+m2)1/2, and the diameter is given by dt = C/S = 0.783(n2+nm+m2)1/2. When n – m = 3q,
where q is an integer, the SWNT is metallic or semimetallic, and the remaining species are
semiconducting with a geometry–dependent band–gap. In previous works, a PT of fullerenes was
presented [25,26]. In the present report the polarizability of SWNTs is calculated with the aim of
classifying SWNTs. Section 2 presents the method. Section 3 describes the improvements. Section
4 discusses the results. Section 5 summarizes the conclusions.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The molecular polarizability, Dabmol, is defined as the linear response to an external electric field,

P aind

D abmol Ebext

(1)

where Paind is the induced molecular dipole moment and a, b, c… denote Cartesian components.
Considering a set of N interacting atomic polarizabilities, the atomic induced dipole moment has a
contribution also from the other atoms:
§

N

·

©

qz p

¹

¸
Pind
D p,ab ¨Ebext  ¦ Tpq(2),bc P ind
p, a
q,c

(2)

where Tpq,bc(2) is the interaction tensor:

T pq( 2,)ab

3rpq ,a rpq ,b
r

5
pq



G ab
rpq3

(3)

where rpq is the distance between atoms p and q, and G represents the Kronecker delta function:
G(a,b) = 1 if a = b, and G(a,b) = 0 if a  b. The set of coupled linear Equations (2) for the induced
dipole moments can be expressed conveniently in supermatrix notation [27]:
P

D IE  T(2) P

(4)

where I is the unit matrix, so that:

I  D T(2) P

DE

(5)
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and
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where B is the relay matrix:
(2) 1

1

B

D T

(17)

The molecular polarizability can then be written as:
D mol
ab

N

¦D

N

eff
p , ab

¦B

p

(8)

pq , ab

q, p

where Dpeff is the effective polarizability of atom p.
The atomic parameters Dp have previously been fitted to the full polarizability tensors of
quantum–mechanical computed molecular polarizabilities of a series of 115 substituted aliphatic
and aromatic molecules containing the elements H, C, N, O, F and Cl.

3 IMPROVEMENTS IN THE POLARIZATION MODEL
The following improvements have been implemented in the model.
1. In order to build the relay matrix B, the atomic polarizability tensor D p = D pV + D pS has been
used instead of the scalar polarizability Dp. The V atomic polarizability tensor is calculated
according to:
D

V

ªD VA
3D
« 0
¦
V
V
bonds D ||  2D A «
¬ 0

0

V

V

DA
0

0 º
0 »
D V|| »
¼

0 º
ª1 0
3D V
«0 1
0 »
¦
bonds 3.676
«
¼
¬0 0 1.676 »

(9)

where the z–axis is defined as the bond direction for each bond. The diagonal form of DV has two
distinct components noted as DV|| and DVA, parallel and perpendicular to the bond axis, respectively.
The parameter DV||/DVA = 1.676 has been obtained fitting isotropic bonding polarizabilities. The S
atomic polarizability tensor is calculated as:
D

S

ªD ||S
3D
« 0
¦
S
S
bonds 2D ||  D A «
¬ 0
S

0
S

D ||
0

0 º
0 »
D AS »
¼

0 º
ª1 0
3D S
«0 1
0 »
¦
bonds 3.741
«
¼
¬0 0 1.741»

(10)

2. Damping functions have been used in the calculation of the interaction tensor to prevent the
polarizability from going to infinity. Thole proposed:
T

( 2)
pq , ab

3v 4pq rpq ,a rpq ,b
rpq5



4v 3pq  3v 4pq G ab
rpq3

(11)
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where vpq = rpq/spq if rpq < spq; otherwise vpq = 1 [28]. The term s is defined as s = 1.662(DpDq)1/6.
Miller proposed:
T

( 2)
pq , ab

ª § r
ª 3rpq ,a rpq ,b G ab º °
pq
 3 » ®1  exp « ¨
«
5
¨
rpq »¼ °̄
« © 0.7U pq
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¬

·
¸
¸
¹

10

º½
» °¾
»°
¼¿

(12)

with Upq = Up + Uq (sum of the van der Waals radii) [29].
3. The interactions between bonded atoms and between atoms within a distance lying in an interval
inf
defined by [rinf,rsup] have been neglected. The starting values for this interval are [0,1030] and r is
incremented if resonance conditions are detected.
4. Two tests indicating a resonance condition have been implemented: test whether matrix B–1 is
singular and whether matrix B–1 is not positively definite.
An optimised version of program PAPID [30] including the whole interacting induced dipole
polarization model has been implemented in the program molecular mechanics (MM2) [31], its
extension to transition metals (MMX) [32] and the empirical conformational energy program for
peptides (ECEPP2) [33]. The new versions are MMID2 [34], MMXID [35] and ECEPPID2 [36].

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Both (n,0) zigzag and (n,n) armchair SWNTs are studied with the number of C atoms varying from
v = 16 to 200 for n = 4 to 20 [37,38]. Table 1 gives the elementary polarizability per atom <D> for
SWNTs. Molecular geometries have been optimised with MMID2. The radius of the SWNT, R,
increases with the number of rings around a section of the SWNT, n. In general the calculated <D>
increases monotonically with R. For thinner SWNTs <D> is computed smaller for the (n,0) C100–
C200 than for the (n,n) SWNTs C90–C180. However this trend is reversed after R = 5.4 Å for the
(14,0) and thicker SWNTs. In particular, for the (9,0) SWNT C90 the calculated <D> = 1.130 Å3 is
similar to the reference ab initio calculation of <D> = 1.304 Å3 by Jensen et al. [39]. Moreover the
agreement is improved for shorter (9,0) SWNTs as C72, <D> = 1.132 Å3, C54, <D> = 1.220 Å3, and
even C36, <D> = 1.361 Å3. The variation of <D> with the radius of the (n,0) zigzag SWNTs C90–
C180 fits to:

1
D

a

b
R

(13)

where a is the inverse <D> of the graphene. The calculated polarizabilities result:
1
0.595
0.721
D
R N 10 r 0.992 s 0.004 F 520.6

(14)

and <D> for the graphene plane extrapolates as 1.388 Å3.
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Table 1. Elementary Polarizabilities as a Function of Radius R for (n,0) Zigzag and (n,n) Armchair Nanotubes
Number of atoms
R (Å) <D> (Å3) a Jensen et al. b
16 (4,0)
1.633
1.300
–
20 (5,0)
2.050
1.281
–
24 (6,0)
2.330
1.286
–
28 (7,0)
2.784
1.308
–
32 (8,0)
3.198
1.333
–
36 (9,0)
3.543
1.361
–
40 (10,0)
3.798
1.392
–
44 (11,0)
4.297
1.423
–
48 (12,0)
4.755
1.453
–
52 (13,0)
5.253
1.448
–
56 (14,0)
5.728
1.469
–
60 (15,0)
6.057
1.488
–
64 (16,0)
6.598
1.505
–
68 (17,0)
6.935
1.521
–
72 (18,0)
7.425
1.536
–
76 (19,0)
7.953
1.548
–
80 (20,0)
8.527
1.560
–
 (,0) (extrapolation)

1.604
–
42 (7,0)
2.771
1.184
–
48 (8,0)
3.083
1.201
–
54 (9,0)
3.515
1.220
–
60 (10,0)
3.907
1.239
–
66 (11,0)
4.214
1.260
–
72 (12,0)
4.904
1.279
–
 (,0) (extrapolation)

1.428
–
72 (9,0)
3.501
1.132
–
90 (9,0)
3.487
1.130
1.304
100 (10,0)
3.931
1.145
–
110 (11,0)
4.277
1.160
–
120 (12,0)
4.711
1.175
–
130 (13,0)
5.064
1.189
–
140 (14,0)
5.492
1.202
–
150 (15,0)
5.850
1.215
–
160 (16,0)
6.273
1.227
–
170 (17,0)
6.636
1.239
–
180 (18,0)
7.055
1.249
–
 (,0) (extrapolation)

1.388
–
 (,0) (–long extrapolation)

1.318
–
90 (5,5)
3.390
1.148
1.305
100 (5,5)
3.390
1.136
1.331 (110)
120 (6,6)
4.084
1.158
–
140 (7,7)
4.746
1.179
–
160 (8,8)
5.436
1.200
–
180 (9,9)
6.102
1.219
–
200 (10,10)
6.789
1.237
–
 (,) (extrapolation)

1.348
–
a

Average dipole–dipole polarizability.
Ab initio SCF/STO–3G calculations taken from Ref. [39]. Figures in
parentheses indicate number of atoms.
b

The <D> calculated for the (n,0) SWNTs with n  8 deviates from the above simple scaling,
perhaps due to the fact that the singlet S* band, which is normally in the conduction band, falls into
the band gap as a result of increased V*–S* mixing at high curvature [40]. While the band gap shows
significant change with n, <D> varies smoothly with R–1. Increasing <D> with decreasing R shows
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that, for small R, the character of the surface deviates from that of the graphene sheet. This finding
suggests that, creating regions of different curvature on a single SWNT by radial deformation, one
can attain different values of <D>. For the (n,n) armchair SWNTs C100–C200 the variation of the
calculated <D> with R results:
1
D

0.742 

0.485
R N

6 r

0.989 s

0.004 F 185.1

(15)

and <D> for the graphene plane extrapolates as 1.348 Å3. Additional fits are reported in Table 1.
An [n]acene is a planar polybenzenoid formed of n linearly fused benzene rings. An [n]cyclacene
is a circular acene formed of n linearly annelated benzene rings. A graph–theoretical study of the
(n,0) zigzag SWNT [n]cyclacenes C16–C80 has been performed. The determinant of a 3u3 matrix
A { [a b c, d e f, g h i] is aei – ahf – dbi + dhc + gbf – gec. The permanent of this matrix, per(A), is
the sum of the same six terms. For the SWNTs the Kekulé structure count (K = 2) is constant, and
smaller than for the corresponding planar acenes (naphthacene to eicosacene linear polybenzenoid
hydrocarbons with K in the range 5–21). This indicates a smaller stability for the former. Moreover,
for the SWNTs the permanent of the adjacency matrix of the hydrogen–suppressed graph
[per(A) = 16] is also constant, and smaller than for the corresponding planar acenes, per(A) in the
range 25–441. The ratio per(A)/lnK = 2 for alternant hydrocarbons (e.g. planar acenes from benzene
to eicosacene), and slightly greater for rather delocalized hydrocarbons [e.g. corannulene with
per(A)/lnK = 2.0136]. However, for the SWNTs per(A)/lnK = 4 is constant and greater than for the
corresponding planar acenes [per(A)/lnK = 2], which confirms the smaller stability for the former.
The corresponding interpretation is that in the SWNTs local electron delocalization per C atom is
small.
Moreover, the aromaticity for SWNTs is hindered by the pyramidalization angle T for the C
atoms, which decreases from the (4,0) zigzag SWNT (T = 11.2º) to the (20,0) SWNT (T = 2.5º) and
[n]cyclacenes, and becomes 0º for the graphene sheet and planar acenes [41]. This is in agreement
with the smaller stability for the SWNTs. The interpretation is that the thick SWNTs present a
greater global electron delocalization per C atom. This is attributed to the fact that the electron
charge of each atom in the thicker SWNTs can be shared with a larger number of atoms. Similar
results are shown by the (n,n) armchair SWNTs, which decrease T from (5,5), T = 6.0º, to (10,10),
T = 3.0º. The pyramidalization angles can be compared with those of fullerenes, which decrease
from C60–Ih (12.0º) to C240–Ih (5.8º). Although fullerenes and SWNTs are both examples of curved
carbon, there are significant structural differences that are expected to be reflected in their
chemistry; in particular, fullerenes are curved in 2D, whereas SWNTs are curved in one dimension.
Thus for a curved carbon structure of given radius, the C atoms in a fullerene are more distorted
than those in the corresponding SWNT, e.g., to curve a graphene sheet into a (10,10) SWNT
requires a pyramidalization angle of ca. 3.0º, whereas the fullerene of equivalent radius, C240 [a
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(10,10) SWNT can be capped by a hemisphere of C240], has T = 5.8º. The strain energy of
pyramidalization is roughly proportional to T2, so the fullerene must absorb ca. 10 times the strain
energy of pyramidalization per C atom, compared to the equivalent SWNT at these diameters.
The results for both graph–theoretical and geometric studies are consistent with the standard
heats of formation 'Hfº, calculated with program MOPAC–AM1. The curve for the (n,0) SWNT
hydrocarbon (SWNTHC) [n]cyclacenes C16H8–C48H24 is less stable, but converges to that for the
planar acenes when the number of vertices v approaches infinity, because the curvature disappears.
In order to compare the SWNTHC [n]cyclacenes C16H8–C48H24, 'Hfº per C atom, 'Hfº/v, has been
contrasted. MOPAC–AM1 'Hfº/v shows that the thicker (n,0) SWNTHCs are relatively more stable
than the thinner SWNTHCs, which suggests that thicker infinite SWNTs will be relatively more
stable than thinner infinite SWNTs. While SWNTHCs are strongly stabilized as v increases, planar
acenes are slightly destabilized as v increases. The curve for the planar acenes extrapolates to
27.48 kJ·mol–1 for v approaching infinity. Moreover, the curve for the SWNTHCs converges to that
for the planar acenes when v approaches infinity, because the curvature disappears. This is in
correspondence with the calculations of Mintmire’s group that, to a good approximation, the strain
energy per atom varied with 1/dt2 [42]. For SWNTs with diameters larger than about 16 Å, the
strain energy becomes rather close to that in planar graphite. This diameter is approximately the
same as the smallest observed experimentally in multiwalled nanotubes. They found that strain
energy was independent of SWNT structure. The 'Hfº/v for the (n,0) SWNTHC [n]cyclacenes
C16H8–C48H24 correlates with the ratio (number of trivalent vertices)/(number of divalent vertices)
v3/v2 in the SWNT. For the SWNTHCs, v3/v2 = 1 is constant and greater than for the corresponding
planar acenes (naphthacene to dodecacene v3/v2 in the range 0.500–0.786). The extrapolated value
of 'Hfº/vSWNTHC for v3/v2,SWNT approaching one gives 27.81 kJ·mol–1, in agreement with the
asymptotic value of the 'Hfº/v–v plot, 27.48 kJ·mol–1.
Table 2. Recommended Format for the Table of Periodic Properties of Nanotubes Based on the Chiral Vector
m0
m5
m6
m7
m8
m9
m10
(9,0)
–
–
–
–
–
–
(10,0) (5,5)
–
–
–
–
–
(11,0)
–
–
–
–
–
(12,0)
(6,6)
–
–
–
–
(13,0)
–
–
–
–
(14,0)
(7,7)
–
–
–
(15,0)
–
–
–
(16,0)
(8,8)
–
–
(17,0)
–
–
(18,0)
(9,9)
–
(19,0)
–
(20,0)
(10,10)

The recommended format for the PT of the (n,m) SWNTs is presented in Table 2. The SWNTs
are classified by both n and m, e.g., group m0 (m = 0) includes the (n,0) SWNTs; group m5 (m = 5)
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comprises the (n,5) SWNTs. Periods of (n + 1)/2 (n odd) and (n + 2)/2 (n even) units are assumed
because n  m. SWNTs in the same row (period) of Table 2 show close values of <D> in Table 1.
The variation of the calculated <D> vs. n (Figure 1) suggests discontinuities for the (n,0) SWNTs
with n values of 9, 10 and 11 (group m0). The distance in n units between each pair of consecutive
discontinuities is 1, value that coincides with those given previously for the SWNT sets belonging
to the same group in the PT (Table 2). In particular the <D> value for (10,10) is slightly smaller
than that for the (17,0) SWNT, and rather smaller than that for (18,0) and than those extrapolated
for (19,0) and (20,0) SWNTs. Of all possible SWNTs (10,10) is special. The propensity for bonding
that causes C60 to be the end point of 30–40% of all the reactive kinetics leads to this (10,10)
SWNT. Therefore, the (10,10) SWNT presents a consistency between a relatively small <D> and
great kinetic stability.

(10,10)
Elementary polarizability (Å 3 )

1.25

n
1.2
m

1.15

1.1
0

5

10

15

Vector index

Figure 1. Variation of calculated elementary polarizability <D> vs. vector indices n + m.

The variation of the calculated <D> vs. n + m (Figure 2) suggests discontinuities for the (n,0)
SWNTs with n values of 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18 (group m0). The distance in {n,m} units between
each pair of consecutive discontinuities is 2, value that coincides with those given previously for the
SWNT sets belonging to the same period in the PT (Table 2). Of course the <D> value for (10,10) is
slightly smaller than that for the (17,0) and (18,0) SWNTs.
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Elementary polarizability (Å 3 )

1.25

(n,0)

1.2

(n,n)

(10,10)
1.15

10

15

20

n+m

Figure 2. Variation of calculated elementary polarizability <D> vs. n + m.

Figure 3 illustrates the calculated <D> for (n,0) and (n,n) SWNTs vs. (n2+nm+m2)1/2. Both
representations correlate well with (n2+nm+m2)1/2. In particular the slope for the (n,0) is slightly
greater than that for the (n,n) SWNTs. For thinner SWNTs, <D> for the (n,0) C100–C200 is calculated
smaller than for the (n,n) SWNTs C90–C180. However this trend is reversed after R = 5.4 Å for
(14,0) and thicker SWNTs. For the (n,0) zigzag SWNTs C90–C180 the variation of <D> with
(n2+nm+m2)1/2 fits to:

D

2

1.01  0.0133 n  nm  m

2 12

N

10 r

0.998 s

0.002 F

2427.4

(16)

For the (n,n) armchair SWNTs C100–C200 the variation of <D> with (n2+nm+m2)1/2 fits to:

D

2

1.04  0.0117 n  nm  m

2 12

N

6 r

0.999 s

0.002 F

2968.6

(17)

In particular the value of <D>(10,10) is: (1) slightly smaller than that interpolated from the fit to the
(n,n) SWNTs (Equation 17), (2) slightly smaller than that for the closer (17,0) SWNT, and (3)
rather smaller than that for the (18,0) and than those extrapolated for the (19,0) and (20,0) SWNTs.
Again, (10,10) presents a consistency between a relatively small <D> and great kinetic stability.
If a function <D>(p) is assumed for a given position in the PT (Table 2), p, a maximum value of
such a function <D>max(p) for a given value of p has meaning only if it is compared with those for
the former <D>(p–1) and later <D>(p+1) points, needing to fulfil:

D
D

max
max

p ! D p 1
p ! D p 1

(18)
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Elementary polarizability (Å 3 )

1.25

(10,10)
1.2

(n,0)
(n,n)

1.15

10

12

14

16

18

(n 2 +nm+m 2 )1/2

Figure 3. Variation of calculated elementary polarizability <D> vs. (n2 + nm + m2)1/2.

Conditions (18) are order relationships, being these connections precisely what, the periodic law
(PL) being fulfilled rigorously, should repeat at determined intervals and equal to the values of the
size of the periods. Expressions (18) are equivalent to:

D max p  D p  1 ! 0
D p  1  D max p  0

(19)

As expressions (19) are valid only for the maxima of <D>(p), more general others are desired for
all the values of p. For that, it is considered adequate to calculate the differences <D>(p+1) –
<D>(p), assigning each of their values to SWNT p. Naming this value D(p), one has:
D p

D p 1  D p

(20)

Instead of D(p) the values R(p) = <D>(p+1)/<D>(p) can be taken assigning them to SWNT p. If
the PL were general, the elements belonging to the same group will satisfy, without exceptions,
identical relationship:
D(p) > 0 or D(p) < 0

(21)

R(p) > 1 or R(p) < 1

(22)

However, the results show that this is not the case, so that the PL is not general, existing some
anomalies, e.g., the variation of D(p) vs. p shows the lack of coherence between the Cartesian and
PT representations of <D>. If coherence were rigorous, all the points in each period will have the
same sign. There is a tendency in the points to give D(p) > 0. However, in detail there are anomalies
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in the SWNTs of the successive periods. The same happens for the variation of R(p) vs. p. If
coherence were rigorous, all the points in each period will be either lower or greater than one. There
is a tendency in the points to give R(p) > 1. Again there are anomalies in the SWNTs of the
successive periods.

5 CONCLUSIONS
From the preceding results the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. Several criteria have been selected to reduce the analysis to a manageable quantity of
structures from the enormous set of SWNT isomers. They refer to the chiral vector indices (n,m).
The PL has not the rank of the laws of physics. (1) The properties of the SWNTs are not repeated;
perhaps their chemical character. (2) The order relationships are repeated with exceptions. The
analysis supports the statement: the relationships that any SWNT (n,m) has with its neighbour
(n–1,m+1) are approximately repeated for each period. Periodicity is not general; however, if a
natural order of SWNTs is accepted, the law must be phenomenological. The (9,0) and (5,5)
SWNTs, which join smoothly to a C60 hemisphere, are the smallest diameter SWNTs that can be
properly capped. The formation of SWNTs in carbon vapour can be acknowledged by the
mechanism: Csemifullerene o Csemifullerenic SWNTlet o Cfullerenic SWNT. Therefore hemispheric
semifullerenes, e.g., C30, can be considered as the element zero of such a PT. However, many (if not
most all) carbon nanotubes as experimentally prepared do not have either end being fullerenic.
Rather in so far as the conjugated S–networks go, the ends seem typically to be more like open–
ended tubes (there may be catalytic particles located at the ends).
2. The observed correlation between <D> and (n2+nm+m2)1/2 shows that the vector indices (n,m),
which have been used to built the PT are adequate. The most interesting index combination is
(n2+nm+m2)1/2.
3. The (10,10) is the most favourite SWNT. The propensity for bonding that causes C60 to be the
end of 30–40% of all the reactive kinetics leads to (10,10). The (10,10) presents a consistency
between a relatively small <D> and great kinetic stability.
Work is in progress on the study of the periodicity of other SWNT properties as diameter,
pyramidalization angle, fractal dimension of the solvent–accessible surface, fractal dimension of the
internal cavity, solubility and partition coefficients. This would give an insight into a possible
generality of these conclusions.
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